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CHAIR VICTORINO: . . .(gavel). . . Good morning. The Water Resource Committee meeting for
September 28, 2010 will come to order. We have a quorum this morning and let me start by
introducing the Members. These Members are voting Members. First of all, our Vice-Chair,
Budget Chair, Joseph Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. Our Vice-Chair of the Council, Mr. Michael J. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
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CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. Our beautiful young lady from Upcountry and our Land Use
Chair, Ms. Gladys C. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. Our Member from the beautiful island of Lanai and our
Planning Committee Chair, Mr. Sol P. Kaho`ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. Our Council Chair and our representative from the island of
Molokai, Mr. Danny A. Mateo.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. Excused at this time is our East Maui representative,
Bill Medeiros. He'll be joining us a little bit later.
So, ladies and gentlemen, we have quite an undertaking to, to take on today. And so, I have and
just for your information, if you would at, at, after the public testimony we're going to go to our
correspondence of September 21, 2010 to myself from Corporation Counsel, Mr. Edward Kushi,
and we're going to be discussing extension of the Water Use and Development Plan. So, just for
your information that will be what we'll be taking on first when we, when we complete public
testimony.
Today, we only have one item and that one item is WR-4, Water Use and Development Plan.
And before I get started on the actual dealings, let me introduce the Administration that's here
today. Our. . .from the Water Department, our Director, Mr. Jeffrey Eng.
MR. ENG: Good morning.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. Corporation Counsel, represented by Mr. Edward Kushi, Jr.
MR. KUSHI: Good morning.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. And we have our, our consultant to the Department of Water
Supply, Mr. Carl, Carl Freedman. Good morning, Carl.
MR. FREEDMAN: Good morning.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. Of course like everybody else, the Legislative Staff that. . .the
Committee Staff I should say that makes everything click, our Legislative Analyst,
Ms. Kim Willenbrink.
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MS. WILLENBRINK: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. And our Committee Secretary, Mr. . .Ms. Tammy Frias.
MS. FRIAS: Good morning.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. We have a few testifiers. Oh, let me recognize, excuse me,
non-voting Member, but a Committee Member, Mr. Wayne K. Nishiki, from South Maui.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Good morning. We have a couple of testifiers. So, before I get into public
testimony let me set the parameters. First of all, if you are testifying there is a table out in the
lobby that you can sign up. You will be limited to three minutes with one minute to conclude. I
ask you to please state your name and who you're representing. With no objections, I will start
public testimony, Committee.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: No objections.
CHAIR VICTORINO: No objections, thank you. Let us start. First of all, we have
Ms. Rosemary Robbins and she is testifying for herself and also a concerned citizen of the
Upcountry Oversight. . .I forget what the. . .you put the acronyms and I cannot remember always
the acronyms.
MS. ROBBINS: Advisory.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Advisory Committee. Thank you. I couldn't remember what the "a" meant. I
apologize, Rosemary. Go ahead, Rosemary.

. . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. .
MS. ROBBINS: Aloha. Rosemary Robbins. Just a quick reminder on April 21, '06, the Council passed
a resolution about checking into water, particularly as it applied to Hamakuapoko, and then an
ordinance relative to that was passed on September 15 th , '06, and passing that were
Charmaine Tavares, Robert Carroll, Dain Kane, Joe Pontanilla, Water Resources Chairperson
Michelle Anderson, and Riki Hokama. So, all of those people are on record that we need to
watch for quality of water, and the Hamakuapoko Wells are filled with all sorts of stuff that are
180 degrees from quality. So, we need to make sure before there were any further possibility of
looking at any wells, including and beyond that, that we need to have current up-to-date
information.
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I also would like to just remind you and you'll be happy with this, Carl, 'cause I know you and I
are both into history, but this is the document that came by me. It's called the Hawaiian Planters
Record and it was published July of 1917, '17. So, although the EPA came over and they were
concerned that our records were spotty as far as the more recent history in terms of water and
applications to farming areas. The documents are there, so good luck in getting them. But
please have the, the pono to go after them because I don't want anybody hurt from getting
involved in bad water, not where it's coming from the ground, where it's being distributed from
sky fall, or where it's maybe going to be distributed to other areas of the island. So, thank you
for doing that homework.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. Any questions for the testifier? Seeing none, thank you, Rosemary.
MS. ROBBINS: You're welcome.
CHAIR VICTORINO: And before I call up our next testifier I'd like to recognize Committee Member
from East Maui, Bill Medeiros. Thank you, Bill.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Aloha and good morning. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: You're welcome. Next testifier is Glenn Kosaka. He's representing the Kula
Community Federal Credit Union. He's an attorney and, Mr. Kosaka, would you come forward
please.
MR. KOSAKA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members. My name is Glenn Kosaka. I represent the
Kula Community Federal Credit Union.
First, I would like to state the Credit Union's position regarding the Upcountry Meter List. The
Credit Union believes that all of the meters should be issued, and this is based upon personally
by the Director of the Water Supply at the meeting in. . .at a meeting in August in which
indicated that the use at that time was 4 million gallons a day and that 3 million gallons would be
needed to fill the list. That being said, the capacity of the treatment plant, as I understand it,
above that somewhere around eight million plus. The Credit Union believes that the meters can
be issued, that there is enough water. Now how is this relevant to Item No. WR-4? WR-4 is
a. . .it's called the Maui County Water Use and Development Plan, Central District, Final
Candidate Strategies Report, Central District. And I see that we have the author, Mr. Freedman
here and there are over a hundred pages here.
I'd like to just point out one or two pages. Starting on Page 15, there was a, a list called
Characterization of Specific Resource Options. Now in this list, at the very end, you'll find
Wellfield — Haiku Aquifer, Wellfield — Haiku Aquifer, Wellfield — Waikamoi Aquifer Redesign,
and Wellfield — Waikamoi with Ditch Transmission and WTP.
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These are East Maui sources, not Central Maui, and they have traditionally been for the use of
Upcountry. So, the question here is how is it logical, much less just that the Planning and the
County would consider using sources in East Maui for Central Maui use while not filling the list.
And I believe that on page. . .beginning on Page 32, Eastward Basal Groundwater. There was
Item B there. There is an analysis of some East Maui water. Now whether or not this is a final
candidate or the final candidate for, for first development, the Credit Union and its membership,
leaders as well as members, are very concerned that the Central Maui plan will consider
East Maui water to be connected by, I suppose, the pipeline while -MS. WILLENBRINK: Three minutes.
MR. KOSAKA: --the Upcountry list remains at, what, 1,300 plus meters. We believe it is unjust. We
believe it is bad policy and would like to see this Council not take any measures to effectuate a
plan which would move East Maui, Maui water to Central Maui at least without taking care of
Upcountry. Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Questions for the testifier?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Question.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Molina, go ahead, sir.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair. Good morning, Mr. Kosaka.
MR. KOSAKA: Good morning, Councilmember Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you for your testimony and as one of the two representatives
for Upcountry, I, I think your points are quite interesting. So, are you basically saying. . .and,
and, Chairman, I'm going to tie this into the report. Being this Page 15, you're saying that it's
inappropriate then basically to use for this. . .based on this report to consider using East Maui
sources for Central Maui use rather than what was as you had mentioned traditionally had been, I
guess, supposedly for Upcountry use the East Maui sources. Is that something, there's a legal
issue in your opinion?
MR. KOSAKA: Well I believe there is. I think that the, the community plans definitely are in conflict
about this. I think the Upcountry plan says, hey, don't take our water out of our, our, our area.
That's one.
Number two, I think, in, in terms of water I am not positive but I believe there are, you know,
different areas of the County set out for water resources by, I think, Soil Conservation or
someone, which talk about the different districts. And even appropriations made by the Congress
for certain things specified something for Upcountry and it's, you know, it's clear that the, the
concept is that these are separate entities. You know, of course, you can connect them, you
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know, but the Credit Union's leadership and membership believe that this is inappropriate and
certainly unjust.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
MR. KOSAKA: Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Any other questions for the testifier? Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Glenn, for being here this morning.
MR. KOSAKA: My pleasure.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: The question that I want to ask you is that in the community plans for
Paia-Haiku area, is it your understanding that water resources shouldn't cross over community
plan areas?
MR. KOSAKA: That's what I believe, yes.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: And do you know that Central Maui provide water to Paia?
MR. KOSAKA: Well this is an old system we have and that's the way it was set up to certain areas of
Paia up to a certain point. And I, I don't think that we should now because of this past practice
and current practice attempt to develop new sources and then ship them over.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: I want to ask you this question in regards to an integrated water system.
Do you think an integrated water system for the County of Maui would provide resources to, you
know, all of the people here in Maui, on Maui? Water seems to be a public resource and one of
the ways that we can provide water to communities is basically having a. . .an integrated system.
MR. KOSAKA: Well, I think, there might be some benefit to that. However, I still believe it is unfair to
have all these people on the list, like for Kula, not give them water and talk about developing
water in Haiku. Now Haiku I don't think is fed by Central Maui. And to develop Haiku water
and ship them over here without taking care of the people Upcountry, I, I feel that that is unfair.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Understandable. There are also. . .there is also a Upcountry Water Use
and Development Plan that we haven't reviewed yet and that development plan would show this
Council, as well as the County, and the rest of the County our. . .the plans to address some of the
water requirements or needs for Upcountry.
MR. KOSAKA: Yes, I, I understand that is in the pipeline. I have not had access to that report so I
don't know and neither has the Credit Union. So, I would reserve comment on that. Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Glenn.
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MR. KOSAKA: Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Go ahead, Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, thank you very much, Chair, and thank you for being here this
morning. I want to make sure that I'm getting a correct impression. I'm sorry I missed your
introduction. You're speaking on behalf of the Credit Union?
MR. KOSAKA: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. I got the impression from your comments that you feel that
fulfilling the Upcountry Meter List is a priority for the use of Upcountry water?
MR. KOSAKA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay, just wanted to be sure. Thank you very much.
MR. KOSAKA: Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Kosaka, I have a question for you now.
MR. KOSAKA: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Since you're moving in this direction and this candidate strategies are just that
and. . .but would this also be inclusive to agricultural use of water?
MR. KOSAKA: Certainly.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. So, in other words you're saying that the use of water from East Maui for
agricultural purposes and for whatever agriculture we're referring to in Central Maui on the
hillsides above Haleakala, you would say that would be inappropriate to bring it from East Maui?
MR. KOSAKA: No.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Is that what you're saying?
MR. KOSAKA: No, no, no. See, if, are you talking about areas that are Upcountry? If it's Upcountry,
it's Upcountry, right? I don't think that there would be an objection to that. However, what, I
see what you mean, if you're talking about, you know -CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah.
MR. KOSAKA: --farming like you indicated, agriculture, certainly, right?
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CHAIR VICTORINO: Right.
MR. KOSAKA: But in any case it's crossing a district that's of concern while a, a district has a list.
And I believe someone testified at the meeting on Wednesday that she'd been on the list for eight
years.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Well, there's guys who have been on the list for 20 years.
MR. KOSAKA: Well, I understand that, but all I know is one testifier -CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah.
MR. KOSAKA: --and it's certainly not fair to those people, we believe.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, just so that I get that clear as far as agricultural uses, you know, I want to
just make sure we distinguish that if you're referring to domestic use or potable use. . .well, you
know, there is a good point that you make there.
MR. KOSAKA: Well I think the agricultural use even now in the lower areas of Kula, East Maui water
is being used, is that right?
CHAIR VICTORINO: I think you're pretty correct.
MR. KOSAKA: I think so and I think that the County has a, a right to a 4 million gallon draw from the
East Maui water for the use of Ag Park parcels.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Something of that nature, yes.
MR. KOSAKA: Right. Yes.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. Okay. Other questions for the testifier? Yes, Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Kosaka, thank you for being here.
MR. KOSAKA: . . .(Inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I just wanted to understand your perspective on this, that the water
coming from East Maui shouldn't cross district boundaries because you think the water should
go Upcountry for the water meter list first? But what does it say that it's crossing the East Maui
District to get out here? Because there's taro farmers in East Maui that don't have enough water
and that's where the water originates.
MR. KOSAKA: Right.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, do you think in the statement that you made that it's fair for
East Maui that the water comes out of East Maui and then goes Upcountry, and because you're
talking about crossing.
MR. KOSAKA: Well, I think that that is a different issue. Okay, it's still East Maui, okay, by the
classification. Now, I think that this, this ditch was, was put in a long time ago. And I don't
know that we're going to change that now. I would like to see the taro farmers get enough water,
that's clear. I, I think they should. It's not the problem of getting water. You're talking about
depriving others. Now, with respect to the, the initial question you had about the districts, I don't
think the Credit Union would say, hey, you know, absolutely we can't do this. (Inaudible) right
now for sure, why they have this list? Why are we looking at something that would take the
water out somewhere else? Okay, if the Upcountry plan provided for adequate means a billion
gallon reservoir as somebody said once--it was the (inaudible)--and we could take care of
Upcountry. . .(inaudible). . . and if it came to a consideration of at that point possibly moving
water between districts or like someone talked about having a, a unified plan, well that has to be
looked at, at that time. But I think it is clear now that we have over 1,300 people on the list and
if, if we have a plan that's looking at moving water away from the district.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, and I, I think we should be doing something to address the
water meter list and, and get people their meters. And, you know, I think, that's one of the
focuses of this Committee and the representatives from that area. But just to. . .and, and, I think,
East Maui, you know, wants to share the water being that, you know, we have the biggest
watershed areas on the island, except that the taro farmers are not getting enough water. Their
cultivation is drying up and that's their livelihood too. And, you know, we talk about other jobs
and livelihoods, you know, they're, they're not able to cultivate anymore because there's not
enough water.
MR. KOSAKA: Well the Credit Union appreciates that, Councilmember Medeiros, in fact the Credit
Union, in fact, has an office in Hana.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. KOSAKA: And so the East Maui people and, and really, in Hana, are part of the, the, the, you
know, membership and certainly the Credit Union wouldn't want to see their members not have
water, especially for their livelihood. And I think the Credit Union and myself, I, I like taro, taro
and poi as much as the next guy. And so, we would like to see that continue or the, the situation
improved with respect to water.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you, Mr. Kosaka, for your presence and for your testimony
this morning.
MR. KOSAKA: Thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Kosaka.
MR. KOSAKA: Thank you, Mr. Chair and Members.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Question, Chair?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes, Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chair. Just a request. Mr. Kosaka, if you could provide
us your comments, your opening comments in writing to the Committee if you haven't already. I
think you brought up some interesting questions here.
MR. KOSAKA: Oh. Sure I haven't yet, I will.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you.
MR. KOSAKA: Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, thank you. Mr. Kosaka was the last testifier. If there's anyone--and I
don't see anybody in the audience--but if there's anyone who would like to give testimony, I will
give you one more opportunity. Seeing none, I would like to close public testimony on WR,
WR-4 at this time with no objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. Okay.
. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY.. .

ITEM NO. 4: WATER USE AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN UPDATE (C.C. Nos. 10-119 and 10-120)

CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, as I had stated earlier, I would like all of you to go to correspondence
dated September 21, 2010 and this correspondence is from Corporation Counsel, Edward Kushi.
This Committee is in receipt of this correspondence dated September 21, 2010, from the
Department of Corporation Counsel, transmitting a bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN
ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION 14.02.020, 14.02.040 AND 14.02.050, MAUI COUNTY
CODE, RELATING TO WATER USE AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN UPDATES".
We are continuing to deliberate the Water Use and Development Plan, but first we must up. . .we
must take this proposed bill as Number 3 on the agenda items up first. It would be prudent to
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make several revisions on the Chapter 14.02, Maui, Maui County Code, relating to the Water Use
and Development update procedures. I should say process, excuse me, correction, process.
Currently, the way it's set up that the Board of Water Supply is required to transmit their
recommendations directly to the Council. Revisions are then required by the Board of Supply to
be transmitted for comments to the Department, so that the Department may then revise the
Water Use and Development Plan updates based upon the recommendations prior to submittal of
the. . .to the Council for its review.
The Committee may need to extend in order to pass this ordinance adopting the Water Use and
Development Plan update for Central Maui. Currently, we're allowed one 180-day extension.
Unfortunately, at the, at that rate that during the next 180 day, if we were to extend it to 180 days,
this Council would be largely sequestered into the budget session. So, in other words, if we were
to extend it and we don't get it complete by October and we then extend it to the next session, we
would have the first three months, which is 180 days. So, January, February, March, April, June.
We all know that March, April, May is basically taken up with budget.
So, it is the proposal of this Chair and to the Council that we would amend this provision to have
180-day extension for two, in other words, two 180-days extension. So, if we weren't able to
complete it in the first 180 days, a second 180-days' extension could be allowed. Okay. I think,
I see some confusion. So, let me, let me read over what this, this bill and you have the bill in
front of you, right?
Basically, there are two reasons for this. First of all, the bill was sent to the Board of Water,
Board. The Board of Water Supply reviewed it, sent it back to us. We in turn had to send it to
the Department. They in turn made revisions, sent it back to us. And this was all transpiring in
our first 180 days, which is cutting into the time for us to deliberate on the plan itself. So, that
was one of the main reasons why the extension for the second 180 days was going to be asked
for.
The other reason was we are going to be, if you're talking starting up in January again, we'd
have probably four meetings at best, maybe five, and we would start into the budget process, and
the budget process as we all know this past year and probably next session was long and arduous,
and because of the downturn in the economy it's even been made worse.
So, it was the Chair's intention and Corporation Counsel Kushi can maybe make a little bit more
on the legal aspects of this. But it was the Chair's intentions we would make two substantive
changes. We would now take when the new Lanai plan comes up and Upcountry, it would then
go straight to the Department of Water Supply for them to review, make any changes and then
have it sent to us so that we would not have what happened here is we had it sent to us. We sent
it to the Board of . .to the Department. Now, they send it back with revisions. So, all this time
is taken up with revisions when it really, in essence, if you look at the logical process, it should
go to the. . .from the Board of Water of Supply to the Department and the Department to us.
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So, that's, you know, what the intention is here. So, Mr. Kushi, maybe you can make some
clarification on the legal aspect of this, if you would like to, so that, you know, the Members
have a better understanding on the legal aspect.
MR. KUSHI: Well, Mr. Chair, it's not so much legal, it's, it's procedural in my mind.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Procedural, okay, I correct, I stand corrected. Sorry.
MR. KUSHI: And, and by these amendments it gives a more, how should we say, nothing's seamless in
this County, but a more workable process. Right now, what happens is the Department, through
its own staff or its consultant, comes up with an update. It goes to the Board. The Board holds
public hearings, mandatory public hearings in the district. Then it technically and the Board
makes its recommendations. Then it comes straight, straight up to you folks -CHAIR VICTORINO: That is correct.
MR. KUSHI: --and then the time clock starts ticking 180 days, and this is where we are right now.
What this amendment proposes is that the same thing the Department makes the update, it goes
to the Board, the Board, Board holds public hearings, makes its recommendations or revisions,
and it goes back to the Department. Now, what the Department does with those
recommendations is up to the Department. However, then the Department has. . .would have
60 days to then submit a formal document to the Council. And then, I think, in that case it would
have a full Administration review, Board and Administration review before it comes to the
Legislature.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. You made it a little bit clearer than I did. So, thank you very much,
Mr. Kushi.
MR. KUSHI: No, no, this is all your idea.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah.
MR. KUSHI: And then it also permits you to have two consecutive 180-day extensions. Currently, you
only have the ability to have one extension and, and bear in mind, like other plans, if push comes
to shove and you don't pass it within that time period, the proposed update shall be deemed
disapproved. And the rest of the amendments are basically housekeeping.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. Mr. Pontanilla, go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Kushi, for explaining to us the proposal.
And, and thank you, Chairman. I think I understand, you know, what's happening here if, if, and
you mentioned, you know, come March 15 th through the end of May or early June that, you
know, we have the budget process that we need to take care of. You know, looking at new
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Members coming on to this Council we may need that second 180 days to discuss this matter.
So, Chairman, I'm going to support your recommendation on this one here. Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. And again, I apologize. I didn't quite get the point across to all and
that's fine. Thank you, Mr. Kushi, for making clarifications. I apologize. Questions for
Corporation Counsel? Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Mr. Victorino. For Mr. Kushi, with this additional
basically on the amendment where we're giving another 180-day period, could it also have the
reverse effect? I know I guess the intention here, if I'm correct, is to expedite the process.
Could it also have a reverse effect where now you're giving the Department potentially another
180 days? I mean, let's face it, things could be sat on or other things could happen, an additional
delay. 'Cause I'm trying to look at it from both sides. If I could get your opinion, Mr.,
Mr. Kushi?
MR. KUSHI: Yeah, Mr. Molina. It's not the Department that can extend, it's you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: It's us, us.
MR. KUSHI: It's this body.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: So, we could extend it further. Because of what happened this year,
you know, with the budget, it's not a regular occurrence, you know, looking at, you know, if you
review it historically. We're in an unusual time period. So, I'm sort of thinking I don't know if
that's the way of the future. If this. . .we're going to have this constant long budget session.
Maybe this was just a blip on the screen in terms of how the process took this year with, with
regards to the budget.
I'm mean I can understand on one point the proposal to, I guess, give more time, the Council
more time, but at the same time there is a possibility things could be sat on at the same time. So,
you know, I haven't taken any position on this, Chair, so I'm just trying to look at the full scope
of this. So, that's why, Mr. Kushi, so, I ask this question. So, now that the ball is being placed
on our lap, we could kind of hold on to the ball if that is the choice of, you know, whoever
Chair's the Water Committee next term or down in the future. So, that's why I'm sort of still at
this point not, you know, not taking a strong position either way 'cause I, I like to look at things
from all angles. So, I'll, I'll leave it at that. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Molina. And, and again, I, I'm going to have to at this point
disagree with you as far as an aberration to this year 'cause I think next year is even going to be
worse, but who knows, you know what I mean. And this is not the point to make sure that we
can sit on things. It really is an opportunity so that we don't, just like the General Plan now, we
trying so hard to get things done and if it doesn't then you're going have to extend again. This
is. . .gives the Council that opportunity. It doesn't give the Department. It gives us the
opportunity, you know, and I would hope that people would not sit on anything. But, you know,
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you're right who knows. We're not all going to be here next term or in future terms. So, I agree
with you. But again, this is the fairest way that it would not hamstring somebody, and like
Mr. Kushi men...mentioned, if it's not passed then it's deemed disapproved. We start the process
again. So, it's just an insurance policy if you want to use for lack of a better term. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, thank you, Chair, and I understand what you're trying to do and I
am very much aware of how long everything takes to get done. But I just want clarification on
the statement that if it's not approved then it's disapproved. You know, like in the case of the
General Plan there were deadlines in the plan that we could not meet and because we couldn't
meet those deadlines we came back to the Council for extensions. Can that be done? Is that an
option?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Kushi?
MR. KUSHI: I'm sorry, I, I...
CHAIR VICTORINO: Could you state your question again, Ms. Baisa?
MR. KUSHI: Yeah. I didn't understand.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: What I'm trying to say is I think I heard you say and the Chair repeat
that if we don't approve the plan by a certain date then it is considered disapproved. I'm saying
like in the General Plan there have been deadlines set out that we haven't been able to meet and
we have done. . .the Council has given ourselves extensions. Can not that be done in this case as
an alternative?
MR. KUSHI: Mr. Chairman, Member Baisa -CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes, go ahead.
MR. KUSHI: --I'm, I'm not too familiar with the General Plan extension process. But for this
ordinance, for this Water Use and Development Plan, it clearly states the. . .it clearly states that it
shall be disapproved subject to two extensions, I mean that's why you have extensions. The only
way I, I can see that you give yourself another extension is you, I mean come back and amend
this law again. I believe the intent initially when this Water Use and Development Plan was first
enacted back in 1990 was to have some finality on the plan process and if you don't meet certain
deadlines then you start again.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well the reason I bring it up is because there's been concern about well
maybe having too much leeway will let us sit on it and then no urgency. So, if we had a deadline
that could be extended then, you know, you either make it or you come back here and have to
deal with an extension. That's the only reason I brought it up but it doesn't matter to me one way
or another. It's work that we got to do and the sooner we do it the better.
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CHAIR VICTORINO: And thank you and I agree with that. And I think that's my intention, you know,
or least the Chair's intention to do as much as we can and get this plan as close to finalization.
But if it wasn't and it doesn't look like it will meet the, the deadline of October, then we then
have to deal with another issue that next year we'll have two or three brand new or two at least
brand new Council Members along with a third one coming in that has been away for a while or
maybe a new one in that one. I don't know, you know, but we'll have new Members. Now, we
got to afford them some opportunity to get up to snuff in this area. So, again, that and whoever
the Chair is, if it's not me, if it's somebody else, they, they too, you know, going to have to have
some time. So it's a real. . .I mean if this was, just like the General Plan, if we had started back
last year in January, maybe this situation doesn't arise but I'm being honest. Right now, I think,
we're at, you know, at a crossroad, so I'm trying to make it as convenient and as applicable as
possible. And at the same time, you know, you're right, Ms. Baisa, we can come back and do
this whole process one more time and extend for another six months. But again, why not
accomplish that now so that we know it's there for us to use, if needed. I'm not saying not, you
know, so. Yes, Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Just for clarification.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, our normal deadline is October? Is, is...
CHAIR VICTORINO: Well, if we were to get it for first and second reading by the last. . .second
meeting of October, we would have to have everything done.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, so the extensions you're talking about be, if it would be
required to extend it, it would extend it from October, 180. . .80 days forward. Is that right?
CHAIR VICTORINO: No. It would be from. . .what is it December, right? What was the date
originally, Mr. Kushi? Ms. Willenbrink, do you have that, that date? Yeah, go ahead. Kim, go
ahead.
MS. WILLENBRINK: Thank you, Chair. Right now, the six-month period ends December 1 st .
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah.
MS. WILLENBRINK: We would have to have first and second reading prior to that date. I might also
remind the body that I did speak to the Board of Water Supply and we will be receiving by
December 20...December 27 th , the Lanai portion of the plan, and that clock will also start.
Unless we pass this ordinance, which does then send it back to Department rather than coming
straight to us, whereby there's an additional 60 days. So, there's going to be a continuous
process of these receipts and, and time limits I guess then the Upcountry one would be coming
at some point as well.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, Mr. Chair, you mentioned October. Now, it's December. So, is
December the deadline?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Well December 1 St is the deadline, Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Uh-huh.
CHAIR VICTORINO: But if we were to have first and second reading in the Council -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
CHAIR VICTORINO: --we'd have to finish it up by the next meeting.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, that's why I'm saying October -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
CHAIR VICTORINO: --for us to get our work done so that first and second reading to make that
December 1 St deadline.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right, okay. So, the extension you're talking about is from
December on?
CHAIR VICTORINO: December 1 st, that's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So, if. . .and that would be the first extension or second?
CHAIR VICTORINO: That would be the first extension.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: That would be the first extension, which you brought up would go
into the budget session.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Exactly.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, do you suspend what we're doing when we come to the budget
session as far as the 180-days extension?
CHAIR VICTORINO: No.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: It just continues?
CHAIR VICTORINO: It continues.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So if we...
CHAIR VICTORINO: Am I correct, Mr. Kushi? We don't. . .we cannot suspend the time during budget
time, during the budget session?
MR. KUSHI: No, no you can't.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, so, if it requires a second 180-day extension, it has to be
consecutive. It has to be joined to the first extension and continue?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, thank you for that clarification.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. When you talk about Water Use and Development Plans
updates, I'm looking at three plans that we need to review and right now we just reviewing the
Central Maui Water Use and Development Plan. And, and then soon after that I, I think, it's
going to be Upcountry Water Use and Development Plan and then the Lanai Water Use and
Development Plan. You know, looking back, you know, took us, I don't know maybe five
meetings already just to do Central Maui, we haven't finished yet.
So, you know, your recommendation, you know, in extending this thing a second 180 days after
the first one, you know, I, I think is warranted. I don't know if we might complete on the second
180 days because, you know, it's taken us this long just to do Central Maui and we haven't even
decided on what we're going to do for Central Maui. Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Well, I think, there's a couple points I want to make at this before I recognize
Mr. Nishiki. First all, this is the first one, okay, and the first one was always the one we kind of
trying to set the parameters and get a feel and understand the process. It is my hope that the next
one for Lanai would actually be the next one that comes up, the island of Lanai, it would be a
little bit more and with some of these changes going straight to Department for revisions and
then coming to us. It may expedite the whole situation, you know, and then the Upcountry
strategy when that one comes shortly thereafter. Again, it's the same process, you know, and
hopefully we've got a rhythm and, and, and, and even whoever the, the new Members that are
here will also have a good rhythm in this area.
Again, this is the first time in 20-something years we're, you know, we're taking up the Water
Use and Development Plan. It's been a long time since it's even been reviewed. So, it's been a
process of learning as well as putting it forward, you know. So, I'm hoping with Lanai and
Upcountry, because we have everything in place and we've made these substantive changes, and
going to the Department for revision, then coming to us and all this, it'll make it more expedient.
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I, I just hope. I'm not the one that's going to make that final call. So, I thank you, Mr.
Pontanilla. Mr. Nishiki?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, Junior, the way this ordinance reads under number. . .the new
Number 3. If the Council fails to pass the proposed update by ordinance pursuant to provisions
of this section, the proposed update shall be deemed disapproved. Isn't the problem
...disapproval? If we should eliminate that, then there is really no time deadline as being
proposed by Mr. Victorino. So, the question is if this should become disapproved, where does
the bill then go? Because we don't want, as many people have said, this process to then now go
somewhere and then reappear. So, what, what occurs if it becomes disapproved and then what,
what happens? 'Cause, I think, this is the concern that Mr. Victorino has.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr...
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So, what happens if it becomes disapproved?
MR. KUSHI: Yes, Mr. Chair, Member Nishiki. If I understand the question, let's say you go through
the whole process and you can't approve it within time. The law says it shall be disapproved.
Then the plan update is passed through an ordinance by the Council. So, an ordinance is through
a bill. That being the case, our office would deem that the bill is filed.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay, okay, so that's, that's not good there. That is the part that needs
to be fixed. When it becomes filed, then what occurs to that bill should it want to be resurrected?
Does it have to go through a whole new process?
MR. KUSHI: It would be our office's opinion, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: So, Mr. Chair, I think that disapproval is, is the language that should
be knocked out.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Kushi?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: And then, then if that is...
CHAIR VICTORINO: I don't think we can do that. But go ahead, Mr. Kushi, can you answer that?
Can we knock out disapprove? Then which would mean then it would be approved, if I'm
correct, but you, you explain that.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No, no, no.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Go ahead, Mr. Kushi.
MR. KUSHI: Well, again, you know, let's take the, the. . .for instance, that you change the language to
be approved.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: No, I don't want to change it to be approved.
MR. KUSHI: Okay, okay.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: That's what he's saying.
MR. KUSHI: Okay. Let's take the situation where you just strike disapproval. You have. . .you set, you
set, you mandate time limits and if you don't meet those time limits -COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right.
MR. KUSHI: --the question becomes what happens to the proposed bill?
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right.
MR. KUSHI: Again, it will be our office's opinion because of the time limits -COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right.
MR. KUSHI: --that the matter is, is filed. Unlike other bills that you have before you, let's say a zoning
bill or a Community Plan Amendment bill or let's say your plastic bag bill, whatever, you have
no time limits
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Right.
MR. KUSHI: Okay, and let's say the Council cannot decide one way or the other. It is up to, up to the
Chair of the Committee as to how the disposition of that bill, but it's neither approved nor
disapproved. So, but once you set time limits, I believe, a court will look at the intent of the
ordinance and if you don't meet that time, those time limits the bill is, is filed. Now if you don't
want to set time limits on yourself as the legislative body, that is your. . .within your prerogative.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Yeah, I think, I think, when Gladys said about the instance with the,
the plan, I think that was a date that was set, if I may not be mistaken. And so, if there is a date
rather than a time limit then can't the Council, as we did in the General Plan, extend it. And
that's all we're saying. I, I don't think it's a political thing where we're trying to drag it on, but
should that circumstance occur, as being brought up by Mr. Victorino because of the budget, we
need a cleaner way to address what we're really saying, Mr. Victorino, which is should we need
more time then we need a vehicle to extend it.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Kushi, comments in that area?
MR. KUSHI: I'm, I'm not sure...
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: That's what it is.
MR. KUSHI: I'm not sure about the issue about the date.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Then tell us.
MR. KUSHI: Well, I'm not sure 'cause I don't know about a date.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI: Okay.
MR. KUSHI: You know, what, what date you're talking about.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes, Mr. Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Chair, I'm, I'm trying to understand what we're trying
to do here and then take a look at what we are currently doing with the, the Planning Committee
and the General Plan. And we have an ability to extend beyond the deadline but it's not a fixed
date. By resolution, the Council can extend that. So, what it gives us is that as, as the General
Policy Plan, which we've just passed out, we did not make the one year deadline but we made an
extension to accommodate so that we could meet the two required meetings as well as a public
meeting. And we made an extension to, to allow for that to occur and it wasn't a fixed number of
days, like 180 and 180. And then it gives the Council some flexibility but we know that we're
going to shoot for the, the deadlines that are given us by the return of the document and then we
can work with that but should we need the extension, then the simple language in, in here just
basically says that the Council may extend it, you know, and then leave it as general, broad as
that.
MR. KUSHI: May extend it by resolution?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Yes.
CHAIR VICTORINO: If that's what the will of the body is, then fine and, and then you guys can do
whatever you want from that point, that's fine. I will call for a recess. . . . (gavel).. .

RECESS: 9:51 a.m.
RECONVENE: 9:59 a.m.
CHAIR VICTORINO: . . .(gavel). . . The Water Use and Development. . .I mean the Water
Use...Resource Committee, Water Resource Committee, see I getting so tired with the water use,
the Water Resource Committee will come to order. Sorry about that.
After working with Staff and Corporation Counsel, I'm going to make a revision on, on this so to
satisfy everybody in the room so that you guys are all happy, and that way you guys, you know,
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we can go from there. I do not want to make people unhappy. Okay, so, if you would go to
Page 1 of the ordinance and go down to Section 4, I will start from the beginning and read and
where we striking out.
The Council shall pass the proposed update by ordinance within 180 days of the receipt of the
proposed update. The Council may, by resolution, extend the time to pass the proposed update.
We're scratching everything from that point forward. That gives us unlimited time and,
Mr. Kushi, if I'm correct, at that point in time we can extend to whatever periods of time we
deem necessary. Is that correct, Mr. Kushi?
MR. KUSHI: Mr. Chair, as, as, as discussed with the people involved with the Land Use, Planning
documents, this, I believe, this is the same language and procedure that they have. So, if you
make the changes that you just read. . .any extension of the initial 180 days will be by resolution
to a date certain. And again, if that date certain approaches you can extend it again. There, there
will be no limits on extensions by resolution.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, are we clear?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Clear.
MR. KUSHI: And again, you're striking the automatic disapproval section?
CHAIR VICTORINO: That's correct. I struck everything from that point.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Question?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. So, what I'm hearing is that by resolution we could extend
this as many times as we want?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Kushi?
MR. KUSHI: Yes, it could hang fire forever.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, in actuality then it may occur that action can't be taken for a long
period of time?
MR. KUSHI: Mr. Chair, Member Pontanilla, this is a discretionary, you know, part of your legislative
process. Again, as long as you extend the procedure. . .procedural. . .meet the procedural
require...requirements by resolution, it's, it's okay. Again, you may have some consequences
with the State Land. . .State Water Commission when they look at the Maui County plans or
County plans. Let's say, you have --
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: That's not completed.
MR. KUSHI: --it's not completed, that may interfere with some of their decision making.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yes. Too many times we get questioned about we not doing our work
on time and, you know, I feel that the, the first proposal gives us a date certain two, 180, 180
days, that we should be completed with all of the Water Use and Development Plan review. But
with the extension time, it gives us forever just to review those three plans. You know, like, like
building permit, same thing, you know, everybody got a specific date that they should meet to
ensure that, you know, we providing the service that we want to provide the people of this
County on a timely basis. So, you know, my whole take is that, you know, I hate to see things
just drag on. Thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes, Mr. Kaho' ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Yeah, thank you, Chair. What I wanted to comment is
on the fact that when we make this change, this recommended change to a date certain, I want to
use the example of the Maui County General Policy Plan when we had. . .we knew that we were
going to go beyond the allowable time for us to pass that bill out. What we did was we extended
it to accommodate the required public hearing. We extended it to allow for the two readings and
that was the date certain of which we selected so that we would be extending not for years down
the road or just arbitrary months down the road. It was to meet a schedule that we knew that we
could complete this document if we were given a little bit more time. I think that's what this
intent is to allow for this to occur and not that the Council would, would take this as a means to
try and delay it but as a means to help them finish their work.
The other thing that happened is that after we extended it and we went into our first reading, we
ended up recommitting it back to Committee. So, therefore, we were not going to meet that
extension we had originally planned for and this allowed us now to do a second extension by
resolution to allow for the recommittal, go back into Committee, and then come back out for a
second reading, which allowed us an, an additional month, I believe, it took. But at the end of
that, we completed the General Policy Plan with an extension that the, the Council was able to
pass out. So, I think, this, this is what is being offered as, as language to consider, and that I
hope that this will not be a tool for anybody to look at trying to delay the work, but as a means to
try and finish the work.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. Other comments? Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Chair?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes, Member Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. A comment. Yeah, I can go with this consideration, I guess,
initiated by Mr. Kaho`ohalahala as was suggested. And, and, you know, to think that any
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Council would purposefully extend things way beyond, I don't think there's anything historically
as long as I've been on the Council that we've asked for an additional 180 days. Thirty days,
yeah, but 180, I've never seen it unless somebody can correct me. So, realistically, I mean,
we're here to do our jobs but there are extenuating circumstances at times. Like, you know, we,
we have to wait for another agency to make a decision before we can make a decision. So,
sometimes we're caught in that as well.
So, I like this proposal. It provides us more flexibility if we do it, if we need the extension,
rather than just, you know, putting out another 180 consecutive days. You know, so, it works
both ways, Mr. Chairman, and I, I think I like the flexibility that this current proposal now offers
us. So, I like to do it. . .look at it more do it as needed, but if it's not needed then I don't think
we need to overhaul the ordinance with putting a specified "x" number, another 180 days,
because then we get complaints too about that. It's like, it's almost like telling the public on one
hand saying well we're going to give ourselves an extra 180 days of comfort where it could
potentially be sat on too because then you don't have that sense of urgency to move something
because you know that well we've changed the ordinance. We have that flexibility. We've given
ourselves now another 180 days so there's that possibility on the other hand as well. So, again, it
works both ways. I think what's being suggested by Mr. Kaho' ohalahala for me, I think, would,
would work better so we give ourselves the extension as needed. Maybe we'll only need 30 days
rather than giving ourselves, you know, as much as up to 180 days. So, because that's what the
public's telling us, when are we going to get to decision making. We need to work on it. So, it
puts the onus on us. And again, I will, I will support the. . .this latest suggestion to this issue,
Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: By the way, the suggestion, I made the changes not, not Mr. Kaho' ohalahala.
And the changes I made is based upon what legal experts had told me that we can do. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. I know but...
CHAIR VICTORINO: I also took out the disapproval part that you guys were against.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, okay, sorry for not giving you credit.
CHAIR VICTORINO: No, just, you know, just so that we get it straight.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, but Mr. Kaho`ohalahala had brought his suggestion
. . .(inaudible). . . so I wanted to make sure he gets credit for some and you as well, Mr. Chair.
Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: That's fine. I, I agree, you know, but thank you. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much. I will be supporting your recommendation. I
think it's a good one. My experience with the. . .working with the General Plan Advisory
Committee and trying to make the deadline for the Countywide Policy Plan. The group was
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looking at deadlines and they were very aware of them, knew they had to meet them, and worked
very hard, and were very careful about giving good rationale when they asked for the extension.
You know, they, they had good reasons and I think anybody in this case having to come before
Council and propose a resolution for an extension will be required to do the same thing. So, I
don't see this as arbitrary or capricious. I think that whoever is going to come for an extension
will give us a good reason. Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Other comments? Mr. Kushi?
MR. KUSHI: Yeah, Mr. Chair, one more housekeeping matter.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah.
MR. KUSHI: Under Section 5 where it says the, this ordinance shall take effect upon its approval. If
the Committee or you would like to recommend, recommend this language and I'm just thinking
that this language would apply to the plan that's before you now. The language, language would
be according. . .will be like this. This ordinance shall take effect upon its approval and shall
apply to any pending plan updates before the Council as of the effective date.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Any objections to that, Members?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, thank you, Mr. Kushi, for clarifying that part so that it is more. . .it's
cleaner that way, yeah.
MR. KUSHI: Or it, it basically would include what you're doing now today.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. Okay, very good, thank you. Okay, so, any other discussion about the
matter? Okay, at this time I would like to bring forth a motion for the passage on first reading
the revised proposed bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION
14.02.020, 14.02.040 AND 14.02.050, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO THE WATER
USE AND DEVELOPMENT PLAN UPDATES".
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So move.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Second.
CHAIR VICTORINO: It's been moved by Vice-Chair Pontanilla, seconded by Mr. Medeiros. Any
further discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Mr. Chair? Yeah, just for the record if we could have it stated into the
record for the public's information where the amendment is occurring on what we're voting on
with. . .as it relates to this. If either you or Staff could read the amendment into the record.
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CHAIR VICTORINO: You want me to read the whole thing?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: No, no, just the portion where we amended or what we deleted from
the current bill.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, so, that would be under Section 4. The Council shall pass the proposed
update by ordinance within 180 days of receipt of the proposed update. The Council may, by
resolution, extend the time to pass the proposed update. And, Mr. Kushi, and the rest that you,
you wanted to add on the other section, right? Can you read that other section 'cause I didn't
write it all down?
MR. KUSHI: Right, I mean, what you just said proposed update would just be a period.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, period.
MR. KUSHI: And you would strike the balance of that Subsection 4.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes.
MR. KUSHI: Then my, my language on the effective date under Section 5.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Oh, five, okay. Would you read that one so that we're clear on that one also,
please?
MR. KUSHI: Section 5 will now read: this ordinance shall take effect upon its approval and shall apply
to any pending plan updates before the Council as of the effective date.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, everybody clear on that? Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Just a question, Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: I, I thought on the, the amendment that you were going
to add to a date certain. Corporation Counsel?
MR. KUSHI: My, my understanding of the discussion is that that will be left up to the Council when it
does their extension.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: So, extend the time to pass the proposed update period.
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MR. KUSHI: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO' OHALAHALA: Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Any other discussion? Seeing none, all those in favor say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Opposed? Let the record shows the seven ayes, no noes. The proposed change
with. . .as amended will be brought forward.

VOTE:

AYES:

Chair Victorino, Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Councilmembers
Baisa, Kaho`ohalahala, Mateo, Medeiros, and Molina.

NOES:

None.

EXC.:

None.

ABSENT: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
MOTION CARRIED
ACTION: Recommending FIRST READING of revised proposed bill entitled "A BILL
FOR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTIONS 14.02.020, 14.02.040 AND
14.02.050, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RELATING TO WATER USE AND
DEVELOPMENT PLAN UPDATES".
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, ladies and gentlemen. That was not as easy as I thought it was going
to be but that's okay. Live and learn everyday I work on this job. It is 10:15. I would like to
give us our morning break at this time. Ten twenty-five, would that be sufficient for everyone?
This Water Resource Committee meeting will stand in recess till 10:25. . . . (gavel).. .

RECESS: 10:15 a.m.
RECONVENE: 10:30 a.m.
CHAIR VICTORINO: . . .(gavel). . . The meeting of the Water Resource Committee for
September 28, 2010 will reconvene. At this time, I would like to call upon Mr. Carl Freedman
for an update. This is. . .we're continuing where we left off, right, Carl? And then we will put
all the other additional updates that you promised us. Am I correct, Carl?
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MR. FREEDMAN: Yes, that's correct.
CHAIR VICTORINO: All right, Mr. Freedman, take it away. Can you lower the lights, please? Thank
you.
Note: Computer-generated presentation.

MR. FREEDMAN: Okay, first off, can people hear me? Is my mic working okay?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: It's good.
MR. FREEDMAN: All right. Just for a brief review of where we are. Here's the table of contents of
the original document. We've been. . .this must be about the fourth or fifth meeting. We've gone
through several of the sections here already, including the introduction, a background and
context section, a description of the analytical process, and some of the public process that it's
gone through. We've gone through the various components that we are considering regardless
which of the strategies we might look at, both things for the Department and things for the
County.
And then at the last meeting we started going through the final candidate strategies. We went
through the Northward Basal Groundwater strategy, Eastward Basal Groundwater, the
Na Wai Eha Surface Water Treatment strategies, and the two that remain that we did not get
through were the Desalination of Brackish Groundwater and the Extensive Conservation and
Wastewater Recycling strategy. So, that's where we will begin today.
What was passed out today to all of you is the last installment as it were of the amendments from
the Department. This is one thing we hope to be avoiding by the new. . .this new ordinance that
was passed. The plans will be coming to the Department first and we can give you the whole
plan without these piece by piece amendments. But what came out today to you was this section
here, Comparison of the Final Candidate Strategies with the updated amendments in it. And I
think way back when perhaps August, yeah, the August 17 th meeting, the amended version of the
recommended Central District Plan was distributed to you.
So, with that, let us start here at the Desalination of Brackish Groundwater. Now, this strategy is,
would feature construction and operation of a water treatment plant to desalinate brackish
groundwater to potable standards. And this has been reviewed. . .this, this strategy really is
derived on a study that was done for the County of Maui that describes and characterizes a
specific set of plants at a specific location. This strategy also includes the 15 percent Demand
Side Management program targeting 50 percent. . .15 percent of the technical potential.
This strategy is one of the most expensive because of the capital expenses and the operation
costs, costs associated with desalination.
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This. . .the previous drafts, supporting drafts, in the Water Use and Development Plan talk about
various configurations of a water treatment plant. This is the, of a desalination water treatment
plant. This is the most cost effective and feasible of those. It's brackish water, not sea water, and
it was redesigned a bit from the, the consultant study to use four trains rather than two to be more
reliable for the, the system.
The economic analysis, I'm going to show you when we compare the strategies. It's the, the
comparison of the different types of desalination plants was done in a previous chapter. What's
presented here is simply the most cost effective one.
The last strategy, which actually was added to the candidate strategies, kind of by popular
demand. People wanted to say, you know, well what could we do if we used as much
conservation as possible and we used as much recycled wastewater as possible, how far could we
get? And this strategy received a lot of support, both from the Water Advisory Committees, from
the Board of Water Supply, and with the recent amendments to the. . .or improvements to the
strategy based on the Department of Environmental Management study that was done last
December. It also is the most cost effective strategy. So, this one is looking like a green light, a
green light kind of approach but we have to realize that there's. . .it's finite. I mean there's only
so much conservation. There's only so much wastewater recycling. Basically these. . .this
strategy if implemented as proposed here would get us to 2018 before we'd have to figure out
which of the other strategies to follow with. So, this one kind of gets a green light but it doesn't
get us all the way to 2030, which is the end of the planning period.
So, there are two components to this strategy. One would be to meet increased recycled water
use by putting transmission lines from the existing Kihei Wastewater Treatment Plant, using
existing Kihei Wastewater Treatment Plant R-1 production capability. And there are two
versions of this. So, this section has some amendments, but the initial version we looked at. . .a
transmission line from the Kihei Wastewater Treatment Plant down to the Wailea area to the kind
of the resort area where there's a lot of outdoor use of potable water for irrigation purposes.
Then the December 2009 Department of Environmental Management Study came up with some
more local uses of that water and transmission lines, which would use a comparable amount of
water but more cost effectively. So, what I've done with this section in terms of amending it is I
left intact the original proposal for this Wailea R-1 extension for the reason that this is what went
out to public review to the Board of Water Supply. And then I added an amended section that,
that you'll see there, which shows the analysis of the. . .I'll call it the updated and approved
DEM proposals.
So, the other part of this strategy of course is extensive conservation. So, this strategy examines
all different levels of intensity of implementing conservation measures, and the basic package
that's presented here would be about. . .would be three times as much water savings as in the
other strategies. So, this is a combination of more extensive conservation and wastewater
recycling.
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The wastewater recycling options and here the amended text explains the distinction between
what went to BWS and following. But what went to BWS we looked at. . .well first we looked
at, at several options. One was an R-1 transmission line to the South Kihei areas to displace
3 million gallons a day that would cost $50 million. We looked at another one that would not
have all the laterals that would displace 1.5 MGD for about 20 million. That's the one we ended
up looking at.
We looked at upgrading the Kahului Water Treatment Plant from R-2 to R-1, but it was infeasible
for both economic and logistical reasons. It would be good to use that water, but to get to that
water to displace potable water supply would be, would be difficult.
It was initially determined that the 1.5 MGD Wailea transmission option was more cost effective
than the 3.0 MGD plant for the Kahului. And the report that was transmitted to BWS had a
recommendation in it that there needed to be a study to verify the amount of potable water that
could be displaced, verify the total project costs, and investigate the costs and feasibility of
alternative strategies. So, that recommendation was in the original draft and of course DEM then
published the study in December 2009 that did that verification study. They included several
projects that are looked at here. There's Waipuilani Street/South Kihei Road extension and
Liloa Drive/Halekuai Street extension and then a larger one that may have to. . .it's a separate
phase would be North Kihei/North South Collector Road extension.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Carl?
MR. FREEDMAN: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Fast question? The Kahului Wastewater Treatment Plant, what would
be the cost to do the retrofits, transmission lines for that treatment plant?
MR. FREEDMAN: The, there would not be any cost associated with the water treatment plant itself. It
already is capable of providing the amount of water at R-1 quality that we're talking here. In
some of these like the, the North South Collector Road, it would be necessary to build additional
water storage. And I folded those costs into, into here. I could look up the amounts for you if
you want dollar amounts.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, and the reason why I ask that question is because of, you know,
like the Environmental Management side taking care of the injection of treated water, you know,
two-folds, yeah, both for Kihei as well as Kahului, you know, that would help this County get rid
of injection wells or, you know, lesser use of injection wells to get rid of treated water.
MR. FREEDMAN: Right. I think the costs are in here in the text, so we'll go through.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
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CHAIR VICTORINO: You guys have any other questions? Since I allowed one question, I'll allow
anybody that has any other questions. No? Okay, go ahead, Carl, please.
MR. FREEDMAN: So, the other half of this strategy or Water Conservation Program Options and part
of the analysis that went into this strategy was figuring out, you know, how much conservation is
feasible. And just to cut this, this discussion to the chase here, you can implement, implement
conservation in different ways and the more you try to get, the more expensive it gets per unit. I
mean, you can start by doing the. . .and there are two dimensions to that. One is you can start by,
by trying to capture the most cost effective appliances that might need to be replaced, the flushed
toilets, things like that. And if you want more and more, you have to go to more expensive
measures to, to save the water. The other aspect of it is how fast do you want to get it and how
much you're willing to pay. You know, you can go in and you can direct install or you can do
rebates, you could have mandates. Each of these has a cost and a pace and an resulting intensity
associated with it. So, there was a substantial amount of analysis that went into the. . .to this.
There's an appendix to the, to the draft that is just on this subject. So, I'm not going to get too
much into the, into the cost analysis. I will present a couple charts that show that.
The. . .both regarding policy and feasibility, both the water conservation and wastewater
recycling were consistently viewed favorably in discussions with the Water Advisory Committee
and the Board of Water Supply in their recommendations. These options promote responsible
use of water and promote the objectives and sustainability.
The. . .what am I saying here? We've been. . .I've estimated the amounts here for Economic
Analysis. This, you know, this needs to be deleted right here because this, this was verified. So,
there's an amendment on the fly, okay. This is basically saying it needs to be verified but it was
by DEM, okay.
So, here's a, here's a table, see if I can shrink that a bit. Here's a table that shows several
intensities of implementing Demand Side Management programs. The first. . .these are all
compared to the Northward strategy, Northward Reconfigured strategy where we're going a
series of wells north. And with 15 percent is the baseline. So, this is the same amount of, of
water conservation that was in all the strategies we've been looking at.
If you go to 30 percent, then you delay the need for the next resource afterwards to 2014 and
you. . .it's cost effective, the total costs go down. If you go to 45 percent, it's approximately
about the same, same result. If you go to 60 percent, things start getting more expensive. In
other words, the additional costs for the DSM programs have diminishing returns on how much
you, you get for them in terms of saved energy and saved capital.
And then over here we show what happens if you add in the recycled. . .this is the 1.5 MGD
Wailea line with the 45 percent. And here's a scenario that says what happens if you only get
1 million gallons a day out of the transmission line. So, you can see these are pushing the need
for the next resource, following resource out to 2018-2019.
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The. . .this basically. . .the text here is just explaining that basically these are the most cost
effective. You start get diminishing returns at 60 percent. So, we went with the 45 percent.
There's another comment in here that got some. . .well, I'll wait 'til I get to it here. Yeah, so,
that's the text explaining what I just went through.
So, basically, there's a table that follows. . .and I'm not going to go into the table right now. But
if those. . .that information on those charts is given in tabular values and it shows at the bottom
of the table the sequence of the resources installed in each one. This table will be replaced in the
final draft.
Here's the similar chart that shows the same resources except with higher energy costs. And with
higher energy costs you can see there's more savings associated with the DSM programs, more
savings with the, with the recycled water, even at 60 percent, you know, at a higher thing, you
know, you about break even.
The. . .this next section is entirely new and this is based on the new scenarios that were put
forward with DEM. So, after. . .I'm just going to follow this text. . .try not to read it, but try and
follow it.
The. . .subject. . .subsequent to the transmission of the draft to BWS we have the study from
DEM. It looks at the. . .at several projects. The...in here are some of the answers to the question
we just had. I put them in two phases. The Option 1 Phase. . .Option 1 and 3. These are the
DEM study option numbers. So, Option 1 was Waipuilani/South Kihei Road. It would serve
nine properties and displace 200,000 gallons per day of potable and 47,000 gallons per day of
non-potable at a cost of $1.2 million.
Now, the Option 3, Liloa Drive extension would serve two properties, including the Kihei High
School and displace 245,000 GPD at a cost of $1.1 million. Now the timing of that would
depend on the high school construction. So, it's displacing future needs.
The Phase II is a separate phase because it would depend on the timing of the
South. . .North South Collector Road and it would also require. . .it's a more expensive option.
So, I analyzed it separately to make sure that it also was cost effective. But it would save about a
half a million gallons a day at a cost of $6.3 million. That's about 3.8, that was the estimate in
the DEM study, and then I added 2.5 million in for a 1 million gallon storage tank. That was also
done in consultation with DEM. And of course this phase would be. . .would have to be subject
to rights-of-way and construction for North South Collector Road.
There are several policy and feasibility considerations with use of wastewater. The first one is
the production capability of the Kihei Wastewater Treatment Plant. This was pretty much
verified by DEM. The DEM determined that the existing capacity of the plant would almost
cover those options in the Phase I and Phase II. But with the anticipated increased wastewater
flows, my estimation is that it would be sufficient over the planning period.
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Now, there are three areas that I have identified for issues associated with that the Council would
need to focus on. None of these are show stoppers but they're all things that would have to
happen. One is an allocation of costs and revenues between the Department of Environmental
Management and the DWS. So, the analysis that I've done shows that this is a worthwhile thing
from kind of a whole County perspective. But we have two agencies involved. The DEM would
be in, you know, incurring additional costs, both capital costs for the transmission lines and
operating costs to deliver the R-1 water. But the benefits that we're looking at in the analysis are
really benefits to the potable water supply because it's displaced potable that's going to decrease
the Department of Water Supply's pumping costs, decrease the amount of capital investment in
new sources. So, the bottom line is it's all cost effective but the costs and the benefits of the
revenues are not all in the same agency. So, the costs and revenues would need to be allocated
between these two agencies.
The DEM needs sufficient revenues to do the construction and operation. The future R-1 water
sales revenues are not going to cover that. The existing R-1 water revenues by DEM do not
cover the costs of, of treating and delivering R-1 water. They're currently subsidized by
wastewater customers.
So, the cost effectiveness here is based on the benefits to the Department of Water Supply. So,
what's suggested here is we may allocate some of those costs or not, . . .(inaudible). . . it's an
allocation policy call basically by the Council. You basically have three sets of people paying
bills. It's actually the same water bills, you know, on the same sheet of paper sometimes but
you've got the R-1 water users are paying for R-1 water, wastewater users are paying for
wastewater, and the Department of Water Supply users are paying for potable water. So, you
have three sets of rate payers. You have two agencies and a list of projects. Somehow the water
needs to be. . .that needs to be allocated. It's, it's certainly feasible and rate. . .but it's a rate
design issue that would need to be addressed.
The other thing is you would need sufficient capital and operating accounts and budgets. In
addition to allocation, you may have to set up some, some accounts. Some of the accounts that
are existing with the, with both of these agencies have specific uses attached to them. Not a
show stopper, but it's a necessary thing to look at.
And the third thing I've identified is water service reliability standards and protocols. R-1 water
service, service does not need to be reliable as potable water service, but it still needs to be
reliable enough to meet irrigation needs. And the other part of that puzzle would be that in. . .it
may be that the Department of Water Supply could supplement the R-1 water production. In
other words, we could put potable water into the R-1 system on an as available basis in order to
maintain that reliability, but you'd need some protocols to make sure that this was only
happening when it was water that was available to DWS. You want to ensure that the DWS
potable water system service reliability would not be degraded and you'd also have to allocate
revenues and costs if that were going to happen.
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So, those three things appear in the final recommendations. They're discussed in this part of the
text here.
For the Economic Analysis, I redid the economic analysis based on the Department of
Environmental Management Verification Study. The conclusions basically are that the three
selected new projects provide comparable benefits at less cost than the Wailea transmission
project previously analyzed and presented. The one that went out to B, BWS for review.
Each of the three selected projects are cost effective individually and in combination with one
another and in combination with the various DSM conservation scenarios. Implementing all
three of the DEM projects in conjunction with the DSM programs would defer the need for the
next major source addition to 2016 or in conjunction with the more aggressive DSM, you know,
portfolio in this scenario to 2018. The three DEM projects are least cost options. If you
incorporate them with any of the other final candidate strategies it would reduce the cost. So,
this is a good, this is a valuable thing to know.
So, at the beginning of the, at the beginning of the analysis when we looked at DSM, we
determined that 15 percent conservation was cost effective in any case. We actually included it
in all of the strategies then. At this point, if we were redoing the analysis we might do it with,
with the whole DEM studies because if you add, if you do this, it's cost effective no matter what,
what else you do later is basically the punch line here.
There's some analyses here. I'm not going to go into these with too much detail 'cause I just
kind of read, read the conclusions. But here's one that looks at each of the DEM options,
Number 1, Number 3, and Number 5b. And as you can see each of them, you're comparing to
this, right. Each of them lowers the costs. For comparison here's the, the, the resort line that I
originally analyzed. It's DEM Number 6 and it increases the cost. So, the new DEM options are
preferable to what was analyzed in the, in the Final Candidate Strategies draft. That was for the
low energy cost scenario.
If you look at the high energy cost scenario, you get the same result, just more extreme.
This chart here looks at different combinations. Once again, we're looking to make sure that
both the conservation programs and the recycling are, you know, cost effective elements. So,
this, here is your Northward Basal Strategy for comparison. This is the, this is the same in all of
the graphs in the whole, whole update. And of course, if you put the Phase I in with the
15 percent, you lower costs. If you put Phase I in with 45 percent conservation, you lower costs
further. You do both phases at 15 percent, you lower costs further. And if you put both phases at
the higher amount, you lower costs but not as much. But as you'll see later this actually is the
most cost effective when you look at it with other in the. . .with the other strategies.
The distinction between these two is whether you're going to go for 15 percent conservation or
45. One comment I made in the draft that took. . .that the Board of Water Supply took some
exception to is I basically pointed out that whether you're going to do 15 or 45, you're going to
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start out doing the same thing. You know, it's prudent to start out a little bit slowly with this.
You're going to have to set up staff. You're going to have to find contractors. You're going to
have to start a program. It's kind of a walk, don't run approach to conservation. I think the
Board of Water Supply said, no, you want to go full board, you know, you really want to go. I
shouldn't paraphrase them that but, but it's basically they're saying you want to go faster than
that. But the distinction between 15 and 45 in, in the recommendations. . .the base, base
recommendation is basically get started. That's the punch line here. And once we get started,
we're going to know more about what the costs will be. We can refine this as we go on.
This shows the same thing with the high energy costs and you don't get a different result really
that, you know, the savings are a little different. But the, the more intensive recycling and more
intensive conservation was the least cost under the higher energy scenario.
This chart here looks similar. . .at a similar kind of approach, but instead of replacing, instead of
having the Northward Reconfigured, you know, as what follows, this looks at the Waiale, Waiale
Water Treatment Plant strategy. So, here's the Waiale Water Treatment Plant strategy, same one
that we looked at previously. And then if you were to put the R-1, R-2 or, you know, the phase,
one and two of the R-1, and the 15 percent stuff there, you would be deferring the need date for
that until about 2016 and that's more cost effective. So, in other words, if you do the extensive
conservation and wastewater treatment before you do Waiale, which of course might be
necessary anyway. We do not have water for Waiale at this point. Then you're not losing
anything, you're actually coming up with something that's cheaper in the long run. And if you
add the higher amount of conservation or both phases, you know, this is one phase with the
higher amount of conservation. This is the maximum, you know, thing, with both phases and the
higher amount of conservation it's more cost effective. And of course, if you look at this with
the higher energy costs, it's similar results but more extreme. The, the, the. . .that's actually the
end of this section. I look at this a little bit more in the next section where we compare
everything with one another. We look at some of the different options with the combinations of
the, of the, of the strategies. So, it's probably a good place to stop before I get into the next
section if we're going to have any questions.
CHAIR VICTORINO: I will open it up for questions. Do we. . .you know what, hang on, why don't we
put the light on. I think it would be easier for the cameras to see the Members. Hang on a
second, please, Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Certainly.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Oh, oh.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: The sun came up.
CHAIR VICTORINO: I agree with you, boy that just hit me one time too. Member Medeiros, you had
some questions.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Yes, I just wanted to ask and I just wanted
to clarify if I heard you right that on the R-1 systems, that you mentioned putting potable water
in it to sustain that?
MR. FREEDMAN: Yeah, one of the concerns that was raised by DEM was that when you. . .they
sometimes will have a problem at Kihei Wastewater Treatment Plant where they cannot produce
R-1 water.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: They're. . .they can still treat the wastewater. They can still inject it but it's. . .but
they can't get it up to the R-1 standards to put into the purple pipe, you know, that goes out there.
So, the question is what happens under those circumstances? The. . .one thing is that the people
who are relying on that water source could use a hose or they could take potable water out of
their meter and use potable water under those circumstances. That's something that would have
to be, you know, treated as an issue, I suppose. I, I actually don't know what the current law is
about that. But this suggestion, and, and it's just a suggestion at this point, would be that in
circumstances where the Department of Water Supply has ample potable water, the Department
of Water Supply could pump water into one of the non-potable tanks to provide. And that's what
I'm suggesting in terms of reliability standards. So, let's say it gets to be two days, maybe three
days, no water. Then the people who are relying on the R-1 water may start to have problems
with irrigation. Under those circumstances then the, the Department of Water Supply could, it's
a suggestion, be able to back up the reliability of that system by pumping potable water into one
of the tanks of their system.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Would the thinking behind that also include where R-1 water users
would have an agreement with the County that should the system not be able to supply, that it
wouldn't be a detriment to the County as far as liability because they can't, you know, water their
landscaping or...so, what's the thinking on that? That we're. . .if they start using that system, is
the County guaranteeing that there'll always be R-1 water coming through those pipes?
MR. FREEDMAN: Well, my understanding is that this is just an extension of the existing situation.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. FREEDMAN: We already have an ordinance that if you're within a certain distance -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. FREEDMAN: --of an R-1 pipe, you have to hook up for, for R-1 needs.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: But my question is are we obligated to continuously have R-1
water in those pipes?
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MR. FREEDMAN: I don't, that's what I'm saying we have to. . .I don't know.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, so...
MR. FREEDMAN: What I'm saying is the one thing that has to happen is we need to establish some
kind of standards for reliability. So, that's, that's a step we have to take is to establish what the
reliability standards would be for R-1 water service. And we'd also have to establish any
protocols for what happens when...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: So, in the existing system there's no protocols right now as far as
that?
MR. FREEDMAN: Someone from DEM would actually have to answer that. I...unless someone here
knows.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, that was a part of the...
MR. FREEDMAN: But I actually don't know what your options are if you're. . .let's say you're a
commercial property -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right, right.
MR. FREEDMAN: --in Kihei and DEM can't deliver purple water -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right, right.
MR. FREEDMAN: --for a while, I don't know what the situation is honestly.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, okay. And, and so, whatever. . .if the suggestion to put
potable water into the R-1 pipes is made, I'm assuming that, you know, we, we won't be
contaminating our potable water system back where it's coming from that it will have, you know,
check valves and so forth, so it won't back up into the system.
MR. FREEDMAN: Oh, absolutely, absolutely. Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Questions for the. . .for Carl at this time? Yes, Mr. Pontanilla, go ahead.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Kind of interesting what you just said about, you know, the
reliability got to be there to continue to pump R-1 water for the users. Is there a mechanism
where we can control the number of users in regards to using that R-1 water so that it doesn't
jeopardize us from putting in potable water to ensure reliability?
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CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Freedman?
MR. FREEDMAN: Yeah, I don't think, I don't think what I was suggesting would ever obligate the
potable water system to put water into the R-1 system. It would be on as available basis -VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, right. Right, right.
MR. FREEDMAN: --that's the wording I used. I think the, the, the issue with how many R-1 water
users you put on would be a function of the capacity of the wastewater treatment plant, the, the
impact of higher demands, R-1 water demands, on the reliability. And that's something that
DEM looked at in their study, you know, to come up with the amount of water that they thought
that they could serve "reliably", right.
So, if you get to the point where you're pushing the reliability envelope, then you'd want to stop.
But my understanding is that these three projects should fall within the capacity of the existing
reliability for, for the plant. It's been expressed that, you know, the higher the demands are on
the wastewater section of the plant, in other words if the, the plant has to produce more
wastewater, then the plant is simply more challenged from an engineering standpoint and that
can prevent. . .that can present additional challenges to provide high quality R-1 water.
But right now, I don't think that additional use of the R-1 water that's just being injected is going
to, is going to decrease the reliability of producing R-1 water. We're using something in this
strategy basically which otherwise is going down an injection well. I think the concern from
DEM is as we get more and more customers on there we have more and more people relying on,
on their system. So this, and I have to clarify, you know, the suggestion of supplementing the
reliability of the R-1 system with as available water from the Department, I have not even talked
with the Department of Water Supply about this yet. It's something that's out on the table.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, how about brackish water?
MR. FREEDMAN: I don't know what, I don't know if that's allowed. I don't know if you're allowed
to put brackish water in R-1 lines. There are standards. There are DOH standards for R-1 water
and I would imagine that if it's brackish water it would have to be treated in some way. But I
actually don't know.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So, that $6 3 million that you say, had on, on the board there, is, is that
strictly for providing the transmission? Is there anything in there for expansion, like say storage
of that kind?
MR. FREEDMAN: I think the 6.3, if that's what it was, I think about 3.8 was for transmission and 2.5
was for a 1 million gallon storage tank. The reason being that that starting to deliver water
further away from the Kihei Wastewater Treatment Plant and in order to maintain system
pressure, you'd need a storage tank up there.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR VICTORINO: You're welcome. Mr. Mateo, go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank, thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Freedman, perhaps you can try
to help me understand, I guess, part of your economic analysis. Primarily a lot of this is based on
assumption, assumption that, for example, the implementing strategies, especially, you know, for
DEM especially, they will be able to move their projects. They will be able to get a lot of the
work done. So, taking that assumption and looking at your, your economic analysis, is there a
percentage that we need to consider for cost factors in the event that these projects could be
delayed, could be pushed back a period of time?
MR. FREEDMAN: Yeah, for all the strategies I have a 20 percent contingency allowance. So, in terms
of meeting the budgets that are analyzed there's some contingency funds in there that would
meet any of a number of things, some of which you know are going to happen, like
environmental studies that aren't listed explicitly. But also things like cost overruns, delays, and
things like that. In terms of comparing them, I mean, to the extent that this is a comparative
analysis where we're comparing different types of options, we really have the same issue with all
of them. We have contingency funds for all of them so they're kind of apples to apples in that
department and all of the projects could be delayed, even the Department of Water Supply's
projects that, that we're comparing them to. Those could also be delayed.
In the next section that talks about the comparison of the strategies, there's a section of the draft
that has to do with uncertainties and contingencies, and that part of the draft addresses that, that
issue squarely. And that is, you know, what conservatisms are there in this analysis in terms of
these need dates, for example. And what distinctions are there between the types of criteria we
have. I mean, I've put together a set of criteria for planning analysis. So, these system. . .the
system that I'm designing here or that we're, we're assuming is going to happen is a very reliable
system. It meets the system standards. It meets all of the requirements and it does assume that
everything comes online when it does. But there are also several ways in which those analysis
are conservative. It assumes, for example, that we're taking 16 million gallons a day out of the
Iao Aquifer, where actually we have permits to take 19,000 or million, excuse me, 16 million
gallons a day out of the Iao Aquifer, where the DWS actually has a license for 19 million. So,
there's a little cushion in here deliberately so that the planning analysis and the need dates here
are, are realistic knowing that dates get pushed, right.
And then the section that we go can over here in a bit, you know, kind of quantifies what that
cushion is to some extent.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Part of your analysis. . .would that have included your reviewing that
specific Department's ability to, I guess, implement their, their projects . . . (inaudible). . .
MR. FREEDMAN: Well, I did not do any investigation of that. I took DEM's word for it. I did ask the
questions. Are these cost numbers realistic? Are these something you could go out to bid on and
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they said yes. I asked can you do these in, in this timetable, right, in a reasonable timetable. And
I got the idea that they could do the projects as they were budgeted and I'm counting on them, I
think, in the 2012 time frame. I have to go and, and look at the year. I did not sit down with
them and do, you know, a Gantt chart or anything to make sure that they could do them in, you
know--so I didn't really investigate their capabilities, except to kind of take their word for it that
these were feasible.
I think that two, two of the, two of the options that they've identified actually may have other
contingencies like the North South Collector Road has its own timetable. And the Kihei High
School has its timetable. So, those, those are other time constraints even other than the DEM's
ability to put the transmission pipe in.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR VICTORINO: All right, thank you. Any other questions for the...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Just one follow up.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah, go ahead, Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chair. Help me understand if you have that
information. So, when current users of R-1 water, they pay a fee for the use of the water?
MR. FREEDMAN: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. So, was there any consideration that in exchange for them
using the water, which we want them to do, so we don't inject it into the ground, was there any
thinking going on about making the water free if they provided the infrastructure system or
making the water free so that we don't pump it in the ground?
MR. FREEDMAN: Well, that type of thinking has been done.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: And where that happens is in the, the studies and the rate design proposals from
DEM for their wastewater and R-1 water. So, when they come to you to get their rates approved
every year, one of the issues that they bring to you is, you know, how much of our system costs
are going to be borne by the R-1 and how much of the system costs are going to be borne by the
wastewater users. So, you already have a rate design issue that addresses the allocation of the
costs of delivering R-1 water. And currently although the water is not free to R-1 users, it's
being subsidized by the wastewater users.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
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MR. FREEDMAN: Now, the specific circumstance you mentioned, you know, if a user were to come
forward and supply infrastructure, I don't. . .I haven't gotten into that level of detail.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: That's something that happens with the Department of Water Supply to the extent
that people come forward with the project subdivision and they have a source so they might want
source credits or they want, you know, source development fees reduced in kind. And that
happens on a, you know, on a project by project basis at different levels. But I did not get into
that level of detail here.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: You know, I basically did the overall economic analysis that looks at it from a
County perspective. Assuming as you will that the, the, the allocation issues of the costs
between DWS and the different users of the wastewater would be workable. And assuming that
the, you know, the project developers as they come forth, you know, on a case by case basis
they're going to be dealt with fairly or . . . (inaudible).. .
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Because potential users of R-1 may not be within the transmission
line system. They may be, may be beyond, you know, or not where they can receive delivery of
R-1 water. So, to me, an incentive plan to get people to use R-1 and not charge them a fee would
seem to be a good idea to consider, because we don't want to pump it the ground. I mean, I think
that's the ultimate goal is not pumping it in the ground, you know, and having a detrimental
effect on our environment. So, thank you, for that information. Mahalo, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you, Mr. Medeiros. Members, any other questions for, for
Mr. Freedman? Okay, if not, I'll have Mr. Freedman continue, okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: All right, it seems like my computer timed out here. Here we go.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Time out, yeah.
MR. FREEDMAN: The next section is what was distributed to you today. This section is Comparison
of the Final Candidate Strategies. So, what I just completed, we looked at each of these final
candidate strategies individually in some detail. There was an economic analysis to kind of show
which version of that strategy might be best. And this section basically looks at them and
compares them with one another.
Now, the Integrated Resource Planning approach that we're using here puts an emphasis on the
use of identifying objectives, planning objectives early in the process so that later in the process
when you come up with these different strategies and options you're comparing them with a
number of, a number of objectives that aren't just costs. We, we tend to focus a lot on costs.
Sometimes we focused on availability or reliability, but at the very beginning of the process a list
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of objectives was identified. And in order to try to get this all in the same page, we developed a
planning objectives and attributes matrix. And this was used, I'm kind of paraphrasing the text
here, but this was used in various parts of the analysis.
Early on we, we used it to. . .with the Water Advisory Committees to get input from them about
how the different resource options would affect these different objectives. . .these objectives. So,
if it said stream restoration, cultural resources, environment, viability, consistency with
Community Plans, we'd look at the individual options.
And then as we got into the strategy section we kind of turned this into a big matrix and we
colored the matrix with, with colors and here's the, the matrix that's included in your draft. And
of course, you can't see that but you might be able to see that it's a matrix, right. And in the draft
what I've done. . .I have included this in the draft. And of course in the draft you really can't
read it because it's 8-1/2 x 11, but with the PDF version in the draft you can blow that up or you
can print it large. The. . .what's in the draft is I divided this up into six sections.
So, basically at the top part it looks at each of the candidate strategies here and we look at the
first set of objectives, the next set of objectives, and the next set of objectives in three pages.
And then similarly for the components that are included in all the strategies and the independent
components, similarly broke it up. And that was just a way to get the type size reasonable.
But looking at the colors here. . .we used the color coding first. Looking across, here are our
various strategies and if you just use the color test, you know, like we kind of used the color of,
green was good. . .kind of like a green light, yellow was caution, red is kind of oh, we have some
concerns. So, like over here, you know, this cell right here, conformity, I think, this was
something you heard today. You know, if we look at that cell. . .let's see if I can get over to it. It
says, export of water for use outside of the source aquifer area and that was in the Eastward
Water, the Eastward Water Plants. You heard somebody testifying about this box today. But
basically the, the idea of the matrix is to get all of these considerations in some semblance so you
can make sense out of them. So, I don't know if it succeeds, but I did use the matrix pretty
extensively in terms of coming up with the recommendations.
So, to read across the, the top of it here we have the objectives we looked at were viability and
then several types of sufficiency. We want sufficient water supply for municipal needs, DHHL,
and agriculture. Some of these strategies affect some and hurt others differentially. Cost, of
course, we want to minimize costs. We want to increase efficiency. We want to minimize
environmental impacts. We want equitable. . .maybe if I blow this up I could actually read it.
We want to manage water equitably. We want to maintain sustainable resources. We want to
maximize water quality. We want to maximize the reliability of water of service. We want to
protect and restore streams, protect water resources, protect cultural resources, and maintain
consistency with general and community plans.
So, the, the concept of the matrix was to look at each of the strategies with regards to these.
Now look, you got one strategy here that's green across, right. And even in this cell here where
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it's not green, it's, it's got four pluses and one minus. So, actually it has three green things and
it's yellow 'cause they have construction impacts due to the transmission line. And this, this one
that's green here is the extensive conservation and wastewater treatment strategy. So, it kind of
stands out.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, ours isn't color-coded. So, you, you're saying the color -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Green . . .(inaudible). . .
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: --which doesn't mean nothing to us.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah, you know, again, I going stop you right here because even the board itself
doesn't show different colors. It's showing just...
MR. FREEDMAN: Yeah, okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah, see, so, you're, you're . . . (inaudible).. .
MR. FREEDMAN: I apologize.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: We don't know what you're talking about with the green.
MR. FREEDMAN: Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah, and so...
MR. FREEDMAN: Well, the good news is -CHAIR VICTORINO: . . .(Laughter). .
MR. FREEDMAN: --the good news is that the chart has a plus with all the comments that I'm talking
about are green. They're minus if they're red and they're minus if they're incidental. So, the
things that are. . .I reviewed this in black and white. The chart works in black and white, but I
have to stop talking in color is what I'm hearing.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. Just talk black and white.
MR. FREEDMAN: And so, I apologize.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Now start talking plus and minus.
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MR. FREEDMAN: Yeah, right, right. So, I didn't mean to belabor the point. I just kind of used an
example of how we're looking at the, at the plant, at the, at the matrix. And perhaps what I
should do is go to the individual pages of the draft.
So, the first matrix section here looks at the candidate strategies. Now, there are three of these
that look at the candidate strategies, and there are each of the candidate strategies listed here.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Carl?
MR. FREEDMAN: Yeah.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Carl, I didn't mean to interrupt you. Just. . .could you give us the page number.
I think we can see it at the very end.
MR. FREEDMAN: Eighty-four.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, yeah, and that way I think it would be easier for us to follow, please.
MR. FREEDMAN: Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, thank you.
MR. FREEDMAN: And I'm not going to go through all the cells in this matrix, you know.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: I, I just want to give you an idea of, of what's in the matrix and to point out a
couple important columns. So, there's, there's not too much in the matrix that isn't already in the
text elsewhere. This is just taking the comments, the discussion in the rest of the draft and
posting it up to, to the matrix so that we can look at it more legibly.
The two cells I wanted to point out here are the two cells that are different from what was
originally distributed. And one cell is the viability cell under Extensive Conservation and
Recycling. This cell here used to, used to be yellow and it used to say the viability needs to be
verified by a study. Well DEM, DEM went out and did the study and verified the viability so
now it's green basically.
Now this strategy is feasible, provided that the DSM and recycle R-1 transmission projects are
funded. All right, so it's a funding thing but otherwise it's viable.
And over here under cost in the, the draft that went out previously this was also yellow and
basically the extensive DSM and R-1 were actually, were not the least expensive option. But
with the DEM revisions and the more cost effective projects they are. So, that one turned green.
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I just wanted to point out those two changes in the matrix and I'm not going to go through,
through all of the these. The viability column actually ends up being a very important one. It
was not even on the matrix when we started, but as we went through and looked at all of the
different strategies, the viability of the strategies, especially for Central, is a big deal. You know,
you look at Waiale Water Treatment Plant, looks good by the cost analysis, but we don't have a
long-term commitment to water, allocation of water, assurance that we'll have the water, and no
long-term price.
The Northward Basal and Eastward Basal all have feasibility issues associated with them. So,
there are three sets of those that go through the various matrix. . .the, the various objectives.
And then, the next three pages, starting at Page 87, look at the other aspects of the plans. So, the
other aspects of all the plans were there are several components that are included in all of the
strategies. Some of the, you know, the 15 percent Demand Side Management, there were near
term resource options that are going to be put in and committed resource options. And similarly,
we look at each of those with regards to each of the objectives.
And then at the bottom, the Independent Strategy Components, supply side leak detect... supply
side leak reduction, energy production and efficiency, stream restoration measures, watershed
protection and restoration, well development policies and regulations, wellhead protection
ordinance, landscape ordinance, a drought water use...drought water use restrictions, water rate
design and pricing policies. Now, each of these is incorporated to some extent in the
recommendations. Maybe it might be that there needs to be further consideration. It might be
that this something we need to do more of. But basically, the, the recommendation section that
follows this was based on looking at the analyses and looking at the, the. . .I used the matrix here
extensively to determine, you know, which things should be featured, which things should be
recommended as further investigation like that. So, I'm not going to spend anymore time on the
matrix now, except to recommend it. I found it useful. You may find it useful to go back and
look at how the different objectives are met by the different components of the, of the plan.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Let me stop you right here, Carl. Would you Members feel more comfortable if
we were able to give you a colored version of this instead of . .yeah, I, I, I'm confused so. I
guess, I can be confused, everybody else is the same way. Okay. So, Kim, if at all possible, can
we have colored versions of this made up and put in everybody's folder, please? And I think that
would make it easier, Carl. You got, you got a master one for us?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Chair?
CHAIR VICTORINO Oh, okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: But if you want big ones...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah. Chair? No, not that big.
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CHAIR VICTORINO: No, no, no I'm looking at something like this. Yeah, Carl, thank you. No, no,
and maybe that we'll keep that for, for purposes of when we may have to display it. So, keep
that. So, if you guys don't mind I'll make it. . .I'll have them make colored copies of all of this
for all of you. Yes, Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you much, Chair. There is a consolidated page here that is really,
really tiny and when I take off my glasses I can read it, but it's an effort. Could it be blown up
maybe at least an 8-1/2 x 11 might help a little bit.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Well, let, let me see what I can do with all of this, Ms. Baisa.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah, if can. You know, I think it'd be easier. We're straining to look at
it and it's...
MR. FREEDMAN: Is that this page here?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah, yeah. Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: The guide that has all of the, all on one page.
MR. FREEDMAN: Yeah.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah, that one, that page . . . (inaudible).. .
MR. FREEDMAN: The reason--yeah, yeah. That and it has a little caption on there. This chart is not
legible printed at letter size but can be viewed or printed from electronic PDF file format. So,
the electronic version of this that's on the web, for example, you can. . .the reason I put it in here
knowing that it isn't even legible -CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: --was that on the web you can take this and blow it up.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Well, I like it because it is a summary sheet but if it were just a tad
bigger we could actually read it.
MR. FREEDMAN: Okay, I can try that.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah, yeah, we'll, we'll look at making that one an 8 x 11.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
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CHAIR VICTORINO: Or a 11 x 14, you know, letter. . .what legal size we call that, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Legal.
CHAIR VICTORINO: And then the other ones putting that in Carl, color, Carl. And it's nothing against
you. It's just that you're talking color and we're trying to figure it out. So, maybe if we had the
color we could all talk on the same page, yeah.
MR. FREEDMAN: Right.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Is that all right with the Committee Members?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Perfect.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, thank you. I'll go ahead and get that done and at our next meeting. I
assure you that will be in your binders.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, thank you. Go ahead, Carl, continue please. I'm sorry.
MR. FREEDMAN: Okay. My computer is...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Dying.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Glitching.
MR. FREEDMAN: No, no, no, it's loading all these graphics. I have to flip through them here, get past
them. Yeah, there's your page. That's tiny.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: That's the page.
MR. FREEDMAN: Yep.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah, okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: All right, the next section is the, is the Economic Analysis of the final strategies.
And we've looked at charts like this for the other strategies. But this is where we put them all in
the same page. So, we look at all the strategies together. And of course, these are the total costs
and we have. . .these are also shown below in the, in the format that you've, you've seen where
they're just compared to each other.
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But you can see that for all of the strategies the variable costs, fixed operation, and capital costs
all are substantial components. The Demand Side Management program costs are very small. In
the extensive version of that, you know, there, you can see them at least. But you can kind of get
an idea of these are the types of costs. The black bars are the totals. And so, the differences here
are you can see them. So, that gives you an idea of how big the differences are between them.
Because the other ones just show, you know, use this as a zero point so you don't get to see the
totals.
The. . .there's a table that's attached next and it shows the numbers that are in that chart and it
also shows for each of the strategies at the bottom, it shows a list of the resources that are in that
strategy and the dates that they're installed. So, I'm not going to go through the charts in detail.
Now, there's a lot of information in there.
This is the same data as on the other chart, except expressed in the way we looked at it before
where everything is zeroed out on the reference strategy and everything is expressed as
difference from the reference strategy.
So, here's the Northward Reconfigured, which we've seen in all the charts. Once again, it's the
same as in all the charts. But this is a way to look at the costs for. . .each of the, the Final
Candidate Strategies. So, we have Northward Reconfigured is the Northward Basal strategy.
The Eastward Basal strategy is the Haiku Wellfield at 1,000 feet. Now, this is the least expensive
of all of the Eastward Basal strategies and it's still substantially expensive.
Here's our brackish desal, that's the most expensive. This is the Waiale Water Treatment Plant.
This would assume sufficient base flow allocated to the Department so that no reservoir would
be required and a price at 30 cents per thousand gallons for the, for the raw water. And with
those assumptions, it's the least expensive.
And here's the recycle strategy with both phases of recycling and the more intensive Demand
Side Management. So, it's the second most expensive. And this configuration mind you would
be. . .is, is based so that once you get to 2018 the resources that would follow it are the
Northward Configured. So, the reference strategy that was used is that for each of these
strategies after the strategy is completely tapped out in the planning period, then the next
resources online it revert to the Northward Basal strategy. I looked at some alternative ways to,
to examine that also, but that's what's in these charts.
Now if you look at that from the. . .I'm going to go through the text in a, in a, in a second. If you
look at that with a higher energy costs, the results are similar but the difference in the recycle and
extensive conservation are larger. This, this one looks more cost effective, but of course, in
the. . .because the pumping costs of these other strategies goes way up.
Let me go back to the text. So, this explains what I just explained. The least expensive is the
Waiale Water Treatment Plant but, of course, that has some contingencies. I've taken out a
reference to the, to a Waihee Ditch Water Treatment Plant because the way that the in-stream
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flow standards have been implemented, that would probably not be feasible without a
storage. . .a water storage reservoir.
The text was rewritten for the recycle strategy here and the old text was taken out about the
previous recycle strategy.
I added text in here in response to comments by the Board of Water Supply and by the public
during the public comment period. The cost depicted for this strategy may be optimistically low
in several respects. Now, this is the Haiku Wellfield strategy, that's already one of the more
expensive ones, right. But this is just saying it still may be optimistically low. It is possible that
it would be necessary to drill wells at a higher elevation in order to avoid agricultural
groundwater contaminants. This would increase the variable pumping costs. It is also possible
that some of the wells drilled in this area would not be good, productive wells, which would
increase capital costs.
And I added a footnote that some of the incremental costs required to comply with the EMPLAN
Consent Decree are not explicitly included in the characterization of this strategy. These costs
are difficult to quantify precisely but would represent a small fraction of the costs assumed in the
contingency cost allowance included in the characterization of this strategy. We heard all three
of those comments by, by the public and by the Board that, concerns about that Eastern strategy,
so I added text there.
The desal strategy is as expected. One thing to point out about that strategy, you know, if you
look at the chart the, the variable costs for the desal strategy are lower than for the Eastern
strategy, for example. And. . .but the actual costs to produce water through desalinization are
much higher than the pumping costs from Eastern side. But what's going on here is the
desalination plant is the most expensive. When it hits the. . .when the model looks at it, it says
this is by far the most expensive thing. We're not going to operate it very much. So, the model
didn't operate the desal plant very much at all. It operated everything else in preference to it.
Whereas, in the Eastern strategy this was a large component of what's in there, it was necessary
to pump from that more. So, there's a note to that effect in here to clarify that here.
There's the high cost strategy, the chart that I talk about. The results are similar, just a little more
extreme.
Now, I added several charts and text in here and took out some charts to reflect the new emphasis
on the, the wastewater, recycle, and conservation. What this looks at is that unlike the others
where they're basically variations of the Northward Reconfigured Reference strategy. This one
says what happens if the basic idea is to do a Waiale Water Treatment Plant and we do the, we do
the wastewater and recycling and the extensive conservation first. As you can see, that's more
cost effective. In fact, that's the most cost effective thing we've got on the map here would be to
do the, the wastewater and conservation first and followed by Waiale. So, this is basically a
combination. This right here is a combination of the wastewater and conservation strategies and
Waiale.
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But this strategy still assumes that eventually there would be a commitment of water from Waiale
sufficient and at the right price that you wouldn't have to build a storage reservoir. So, over here
I put the option that was previously examined of building a 300 million gallon reservoir and a
smaller water treatment plant that would average 6 million gallons a day production. And of
course that was a more expensive. . .one of the more expensive strategies. And the question that
this analysis says, well, what if you do the wastewater treatment and extensive conservation in
conjunction before that strategy. And once again, that lowers the cost of that strategy somewhere
closer to the realm of, of the Northward Configured.
But once again, when we. . .this, this looks at the various contingencies. I mean one of the, one
of the functions, remember, of the or one of the benefits of the Wastewater and Conservation
strategy is it buys us some years, but we don't know what's going to happen out with the other
strategies when we might have to choose between Waiale or going Northward or going Eastward
later on. And this basically looks at different combinations of those.
In all cases the Wastewater and Conservation strategy reduces the costs of the other strategies. If
you look at that. . .I don't know if I have a separate chart for. . .looking ahead. Yeah, this is the
chart that goes with a higher energy costs. If they're higher energy costs, then in fact even
building the reservoir along with these strategies becomes less expensive than the Northward.
Now, remember that's. . .this is a combination of three scenarios all of which reduce pumping
costs. One is you got high, higher energy costs so it would, you know, the energy costs make
more difference. But one is you're using a reservoir, which provides more economical water
supply. One is you're providing conservation and the other is you're using recycled water. So,
this ends up being, you know, if you can't do this. . .if you don't get the base flow and you have
to build a 300 million gallon reservoir, you know, you might be okay out here under this high
cost scenario as a preferable option or something between the two. You know, it may be that you
don't, that you don't have to build a 300 million gallon reservoir or you have to build a
100 million gallon reservoir. We don't know.
But what I tried to do was present enough economic analysis here to give you an idea of the
types of analyses that went into the recommendations. So, what did I miss in terms of text?
CHAIR VICTORINO: Carl, I would like to at this point if you can wrap it up because we're getting
close to 12:00 and then some Members have to leave. So, you know, if we can wrap it up here
and then, you know, take it from this point on our next meeting, and we can start it up from that
point.
MR. FREEDMAN: Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Is there any. . .are you, are you comfortable wrapping it up here or you have
something additional you want to add?
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MR. FREEDMAN: Well, I may be right at the end here. I'm just checking.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: So far I've covered the text.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: Yeah, okay, that ends this comparison section -CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: --and what we'd take up next time -CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: --would be the section I referred to with Chair Mateo about the uncertainty and
contingency planning section of the text that addresses those issues.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, at this time I'll open up for questions. Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Freedman, an example of my question
would be on Page 92.
MR. FREEDMAN: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And under at the bottom is a Resource Addition Sequence.
MR. FREEDMAN: Oh, okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. These are all water sources?
MR. FREEDMAN: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And what, what is a generic backup?
MR. FREEDMAN: All right. Yeah, that was I there's a part. . .that's explained earlier in the text
and I may not have gone through that at all.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh, okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: But basically when resources are required for the system, they're required for one
of two reasons. Either there's not enough equipment redundancy to meet the reliability
standards.
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COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: Or, there's not enough water available for production. And what this analysis does
is it makes sure that in every year of the analysis the system that's being portrayed is sufficient in
both respects.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: In some circumstances and wherever it says a generic well, the system doesn't
really need a new water source in terms of the amount of water that it can produce but it does
need more equipment redundancy. So, the cheapest thing to do would be to drill a well in an
existing area of production Like right now we're doing this in the Iao Aquifer. You know, all
the Iao Wells that are going in actually do not increase our ability to produce anymore water -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. FREEDMAN: --because we're limited by the sustainable yield and the permits in there. But
they're being put in to help distribute water and for system reliability, for pump redundancy.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: So, whenever you see the generic well it means that the model said that we need
more redundant capacity to meet the system standards but, but we don't necessarily need to go
on to a new wellfields.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And just follow up. Are these as identified sources, are
these on a map some place that we can see where they are? And the second thing is show what
aquifers they're using as the source of water.
MR. FREEDMAN: Well, some of them are on, some of them are kind of general areas on a map.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: The ones that have names
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And, and is that map available?
MR. FREEDMAN: I'd have to ask the Department.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: The, the issue with that is that we don't have TMKs associated with them. They're
kind of identified as general areas sufficient for economic analysis. And I did use maps and I did
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plot water lines to figure out the distances for the transmission. But I, I better have a
conversation with the Department about -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: --what the protocol is on releasing those maps. The, the, the ones that just say
generic or supplemental -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right.
MR. FREEDMAN: --are not associated with anything.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Right. Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Let me stop you here, Mr. Medeiros, before I go on.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, yeah, okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Mr. Eng, in the question he's asking is the various locations of these pumping
stations. That's what you're asking, right, Mr. Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Not necessarily pumping station but water source, like wells and so
forth, yeah.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah, okay. And, Mr. Eng, I remember a study being done and there were
certain restrictions due to the Homeland Security and all that. This was done a few years back if
I'm not mistaken, like three or four years back 'cause I was on the Water. . .Board of Water
Supply. But anyhow, is a map available of these various sources that we can directly and I could
make copies available to the Members?
MR. ENG: Mr. Chairman, I'll have to review what Mr. Freedman has. Again, as he pointed out, some
are very, very general in nature and location, but let me, let me check what he has first.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay. Okay, Mr. Medeiros, if I can make that available to the Members -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you. Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: --I will try to get that for you.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, if it's allowable, certainly.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: If, if there are some restrictions, understandable.
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CHAIR VICTORINO: That's fine. I just wanted to make sure we clarified that.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, yeah. And if there's a list of aquifers with the sources that
tap off those aquifers, that would be helpful.
MR. FREEDMAN: Oh, no, that information is available -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. In the study?
MR. FREEDMAN: --in, in Appendix B.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Appendix B?
MR. FREEDMAN: There's an Appendix B.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, thank you, Mr. Freedman. Thank you, Chair.
MR. FREEDMAN: Did we, did we distribute that?
MR. ENG: I think it's on our website.
CHAIR VICTORINO: I don't think we...
MR. FREEDMAN: I think we -CHAIR VICTORINO: We did not . . . (inaudible).. .
MR. FREEDMAN: --made a promise to distribute that -CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay.
MR. FREEDMAN: --at some point.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah. We haven't disseminated that yet. And because it's been on the website
and that's available for all Members to, to, to look at. So, Appendix B on the website. Again, we
have so much paperwork so I was, you know, unless we really need, I would prefer you guys do
that. If you need me to get something I will do it. So, Mr. Molina, you had a question?
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah. Thank you, Chairman. Just one quick question for, for
Mr. Freedman. On Page 94, regarding the most expensive strategy with that being
the...desalination strategy and it's been, you know, talked a lot about by the people in the
community about looking in that area. But, I think, you made the point that looking at the high
energy costs for the long-term that would be quite expensive for us. But in your analysis did you
also factor in the possibility of using alternative energy, for example, wind power or other, other
sources of energy? And I recall Director Eng when we brought up that question with pumping. .
.related to pumping of water you need a constant source, whereas, like, you know, alternative
energies, you know, being that the amount of power is, you know, uncertain. This can be, I
guess, the stability of the type of energy you're getting each day, up or down, you know,
whereas, they're using fuel, fossil fuel, at least you have a constant source. If you could just, just
briefly explain your analysis in determining why this is the most expensive route to go to. .
.desalination?
MR. FREEDMAN: Yeah, I. . .in terms of looking at the renewable energy we did look at that where it
was specifically related to the water systems. So, if it were a source dropping water from one
level to the other inline hydro or wind, we looked at in the Upcountry analysis because there's a
wind source right next to the Kamole Water Treatment Plant. In the Central, we didn't have
wind resources that were directly associated with water uses. So, I did not look at, you know,
like waste-to-energy or generic looking at energy because each of these options has an energy
cost and if you could lower the cost of energy to the County using renewable energy, that might
make them more cost effective. But I didn't look at that approach unless it were something that
were directly related to a water, a water resource. So, the brackish, you know, the treatment of
brackish water basically we looked at sea water and we looked at brackish water of different
salinities. And the most feasible was the least saline because basically it takes a lot of energy to
separate the salt from the water. With improvements in the technologies, the cost of desalination
can go down but there's only so far. There's a certain amount of, there's a certain amount of
energy it takes physically to remove a certain amount of salt from water. So, it's possible in the
future if we could find a water source that's only slightly saline and as the technology develops
we might be able to do that cost effectively. But what was analyzed here with the combination of
just the operating costs of the plant and the capital costs of the plant that were analyzed by, I
think, it was Brown and Caldwell, for the County by a study, that just came out to be more
expensive than the other options.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I see, okay, well thank you for that explanation.
MR. FREEDMAN: If we had cheap energy it would all be different.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah.
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MR. FREEDMAN: But I haven't been able to dig that up anywhere.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, well, thanks for that explanation. And, you know, it's good that
we, you know, we have the optimism in terms of how we can save on energy costs but at the
same time we have to deal with the reality, so, of what we have before us. So, anyway, thank
you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: And one more thing, Mr. Molina and Carl, if you remember a few times when
desalination has been brought forward, the other big expense and the disposal of the brine and
the waste that is left over after you desalinate the water and the amount of water that it takes to
get potable water. It was also. . .remember that was, if I'm not mistaken, the 670, I think. And,
you know, it was a very expensive process and then you have all this waste that has to be
somehow disposed of. Being an island, that could be another problem we had to face. So, I
remember that was being a discussion, but just a side note to that. Energy cost is one issue but
there is a disposal issue that I think was brought up pretty heavy when we did 670, if my memory
serve me. You know, I have to go back and look up on those, those minutes. But, I think, that's
something we also, also have to consider because where they're doing desalination that is one of
the issues that now they're facing is how do they get rid of the brine or the, the leftover because
it's chemically treated so now you have the salt and chemically treated elements and it makes it
real difficult. But something to also put on the map and if we're going to discuss desalinization.
It's expensive energy wise. Disposal that's another cost involved. You know, do we need to go
there yet? Hopefully, not soon. Hopefully, we can do what we need to do and develop the
sources and the infrastructure that this may not be necessitated. And like Mr. Freedman brought
up, the finding brackish water that has very little desalination. . .very little salinity, excuse me.
So, thank you, Mr. Molina, for bringing that subject up.
Yes, I'm going to say one more question -COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah. Okay.
CHAIR VICTORINO: --and then I'm going to close it down, please.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, I was going to bring up that question but I'm glad you
brought it up, Chair.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Okay, thank you. I'm sorry, Mr. Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And, and I remember, I recall, when we discussed that.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: And I think it was with 670.
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CHAIR VICTORINO: I think so.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: But subsequent to those meetings, I have read and seen articles that
there are countries that are doing desalination where there's no byproduct. They utilize
everything so there's no disposal problem. So, technology has improved in, in that regard. And
so, some countries are using it, especially those that, you know, sit on sand, you know, out in the
Middle East. They, they desalinate and they have a technology that there's no byproduct.
There's no waste product, no residue. They use it all. So, it will be interesting when we get to
that point.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yeah, and I've read the same thing, but those technologies haven't been proven
either. They're very new and still unstable at best. So, again, we got to go with what's proven.
It's like a lot of other things. We have emerging technologies that five years from, from today
we may not have to discuss these matters 'cause they've all changed.
Gentlemen, ladies...
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: We no more lady...oh, there...
CHAIR VICTORINO: Yes, we have young ladies here, excuse me. There's Ms. Robbins out there,
excuse me. It's been an interesting morning. I want to thank you all for your patience. I'm glad
we accomplished what we needed to do as far as the extension issue. I think that's been settled
and I think we can move on. And I, you know, I want to thank you guys for your cooperation.
Sometimes we all get a little testy on trying to get things done and I want to make sure, make
sure that nobody was overly offended by me wanting to get this done because it was very
important, 'cause we're coming close to this end and we need to get this done now so that we can
move on. And unfortunately, you're right, Mr. Molina, some of this stuff is going to be done
after you have finished your term and your heart and your manao would always be in here
because we've got it down, we've got it down in the minutes. So, thank you. You know, oh,
we're not going to let him go yet, but I'm just saying, okay. Our next meeting, I want you all to
know that our next meeting there's a couple of issues that will be coming up. I want to continue
on the Water Use and Development Plan. I also am looking at bringing WR-2, which is the
Water Availability, the "Show Me the Water" Bill. That has been, been asked by nonprofits, by
many groups out there, many individuals have asked me if we would take a good look at that
again. I think when it was done, like all of us understood, we were in a different economic time
and we were in a different phase and we have changed. So, I think, maybe now it's a good time
to take a good look at it and maybe make some, some tweaking of it. I'm not saying change it
substantially because I think the intent was good, but we need to look at it. So, those are the two
things that we're going to be looking to bring forward. Keep working on the Water Use and
Development Plan and that one because I've had a lot of urgency like the sign bill and all that.
There's been a lot of constituents that has been coming or calling and emailing. So, I'm saying
it's a good time to take a look at it.
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So, gentlemen, ladies, with no further discussion, I know we have a 1:30 meeting, right? Budget
and Finance, right, if I'm not mistaken?
MS. FRIAS: Defer the item.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Oh, oh, thank you for reminding me. Lucky we get Staff because if not, we
forget.
With no objection, I would like to defer WR-4.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (excused: JP, GCB, SPK).
ACTION: DEFER pending further discussion.
CHAIR VICTORINO: Thank you. And seeing it's 12 o'clock, this meeting of September 28, 2010 for
the Water Resource Committee is now adjourned. . . . (gavel). . .

ADJOURN: 12:01 p.m.
APPROVED:

MICHAEL P. VICTORINO, Chair
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